
Tres Petite Le Mans
A 1/32nd Scale 24 Hour Endurance Race

Monaco Gran Prix Miniature Racing Club

2015 Rules, Procedures and Technical Specifications

Location: Ballwin International Raceway
Date: June 14, 2015
Time: Practice 4:00PM

Turn-in for Concourse voting 4:45PM
Sign-Up, Tech, and Concourse Closes 5:00PM
Race Start 5:30 PM

Classes: LMP 1/32 scale B-Production (see Appendix A)
GT1/GT2/GT3 1/32 scale EuroScale GT (see Appendix B)

Teams: 2 Man Teams, to be established prior to the sign up.
Race Procedure: Race length is 45 min (1/32 of 24 hours). It will be

run in two round-robin segments of 4 5.62 minute heats.
The first segment (Day) will be run in full light. The
second segment (Night) will be run in near darkness,
with totals combined to determine finishing positions.

Entry: $5 per car with a maximum of 2 cars, 1 in each class.
Awards: 1-3rd Driver and Co-Driver, plus Concourse



General Rules

Race Procedures: One car from each team will be designated as the primary car. If there is not
enough time or teams to allow the 2nd car to be run, then the fee will be
refunded. The primary and secondary car cannot be on the track at the same
time. Racing sequence will be determined by random selection after all teams
have turned in cars to impound. The rotation will be tweaked to assure that
teams are not doubled up and that a mix of cars will be on the track at all
times. Each member is required to run at minimum of 3 of the 8 total race
segments. They may be all “day‟ or “night‟ segments, or a mix. 

Cars may be repaired only under a green or during the 2 minute period
between each heat. A car that becomes undriveable due to damage or
malfunction will be removed from the track.

Both classes will run on low power as defined by MGPMRC general rules.

Track Calls: The race will be run with a minimum of track calls. Track calls will be made
for multiple cars off simultaneously in a corner, car on the floor, or in the
opinion of the race director damage to the marshal or track is imminent.
ONLY MARSHALLS AND THE DIRECTOR MAY MAKE A “TRACK” CALL. A
driver making a track call will incur a penalty of being put just past the
start line. A driver may announce “RIDER” if a car goes into their lane or
they notice that their car is in another lane.

Marshaling: Each team must provide at least one marshal for all heats. ABSOLUTELY No
work can be performed on a car by a marshal short of the quick repairs listed
in the next section. The marshal will just pull a damaged car off and hand it to
the driver.

Repairs: ONLY the driver can repair the car, the other team member must stay and
continue marshaling. The marshals are not there to work on cars other than
adjusting braid, fixing body suck, or other small ‘instant’ fix due to a track call,
crash, or rider incident. They will not adjust gears, solder braid, or perform
any work that delays the race. Cars can return to the race at the next track
call and will be placed just in front of the lap counter.

Concourse Judging: Cars will be judged in comparison to documented appearance of real 1:1 cars
to be supplied by the builder. The other drivers will vote. Participants should
not vote for the teams own car.

Exceptions: Only the race director can make exceptions to the above rules. Consistency
should be the guiding factor. An example of an exception is a physical
handicap that would not allow a driver to repair a car properly and therefore
their teammate should be allowed to do the work. Safety and fairness should
be a guiding factor in all decisions.



Appendix A: Special Class Rules / Specifications: B-Production

Car: 1:32 scale replica of the P1/P2, LMP, prototype class of cars that ran in the American Le Mans Series or
The European Le Mans race series from 1980 to present.

Chassis: May be any of the stamped, commercially available one, two, or three-piece stamped (i.e. no laser cuts)
units intended for 1:32 scale with no modifications allowed other than those specified here. Examples
of allowable chassis: JK-X32-1-32-2, Pro Slot Demon; Parma International 132; Parma Flexi-Womp (no
longer manufactured); Parma Womp, Riggen Womp, Champion Thumper (really intended for C
Production but allowed in B Production).

Weight may be added in the form of lead or ballast. The weight may not be in the form of brass, piano
wire or some other structural material intended to enhance the original chassis (a wire may be solder in
to help hold a motor in place) The front or rear axle mounts, the motor or the pickup mount may all be
soldered, braced or strengthened if desired. Front axle may be replaced with a tube and axle solidly
attached to the chassis or pans to replace non-functioning wheels (e.g. JK’s all rubber wheels) Axle
bearings may be soldered or glued in place. Guide flag may be replaced if desired. Guide flag depth may
be reduced to obtain proper depth but never extended to increase depth

Chassis must be covered completely by the body when viewed from directly above. Minor trimming of
the chassis may be done only to allow body clearance. Pin tubes may be added for body mounting.
Chassis must pass the minimum clearance test. Chassis must be constructed in such a manner as not to
inflict injury or damage to corner marshals, anyone else, other cars or the track.

Axles: Any solid axle may be utilized.

Wheels / Tires: Front tires may be O-rings or wider and must rotate and may independently rotate. Rear
wheels and tires are usually of the set screw variety. Tires may be any material, e.g. of solid or foam
rubber, silicone, or urethane, but must be black in color. All tires and wheels must be covered by the
body when viewed from directly above.

Motors: Any Falcon motor (I thru 7) or Hawk 7. No other motors are allowed. Lead wires may be replaced. The
motor may not be modified in any way and must be left as manufactured.

Gears: Gears may be of any ratio and pitch and may be composed of plastic or metal. Gears are subject to
ground clearance restrictions.

Body: 1:32 scale Lexan vacuum-formed replica body. Overall body shape must closely resemble the
appearance of an actual full-size racing car that raced in these specific classes. Must be painted and
have a three-dimensional driver and an interior such that the chassis may not be seen through the
windows. The body may be mounted using any conventional means. It is desirable for the body to be
painted and decorated so that it resembles a full-size racer that competed in these classes. It is also
allowable to paint the body, interior and driver as desired but each must retain a prototypical
appearance.

Lights: Each car must have front lights that stay on for a short period if the car is removed from the track (i.e a
wreck). Front lights should be white, blue, or yellow. Rear tail and/or brake lights are encouraged but
are optional. The rear lights must be red. Having the lights act as brake lights (ie brighter /dimmer) is
also optional.

General: Minimum ground clearance is .047 except for tires and guide flag. Note that this includes the gears.
Maximum overall width of chassis, including outside of wheels and tires is 2.52”.



Appendix B: Special Class Rules / Specifications: Euroscale
GT1/GT2/GT3

Car: 1:32 scale replica of GT1/GT2/GT3, GT/GTS, GT1/GT2, and GT class cars that have run in the American Le
Mans Series or European Le Mans racing series from 1980 to present. These are hard bodied, ready-to-
run body and chassis type of car (e.g. Scalextric, Ninco, SCX, etc.)

Body: 1:32 scale complete with a full 3-dimension interior. The body must fully cover the chassis and all 4 tires.
It must be attached via screws to the chassis. It is desirable that the car resemble a full-size racer that
competed in these classes. It is, however, allowable to repaint the body, interior and driver as desired,
but must retain an appearance of a car that ran in this class. The interior must be 3 dimensional and a
Lexan type interior may be installed in place of the original interior. Windows must be clear and the
chassis must not be visible when viewed from above.

Lights: Each car must have front lights that stay on for a short period if the car is removed from the track (ie a
wreck). Front lights should be white, blue, or yellow. The rear brake lights are optional. If used, the rear
lights must be red. Having the lights act as brake lights (ie brighter/dimmer) is optional.

Chassis: Must be original, completely unmodified in any way with the following exceptions: weight may be
added, front axle may be sleeved or made rigid, but must retain original axle diameter and location (one
piece axles may be used in lieu of stubs). Axle bearings may be glued in place or replaced with similar
style (snap-in). No ball bearings are permitted. Motor and/or rear axle carrier may be glued in place.
Chassis must be held to body via under-body screws. No replacement or resin bodies may be used
except exact replacement bodies made by the same manufacturer, intended to replace the slot car
body. Weight may be added on the top or bottom of chassis. It is strongly recommended that sheet lead
be used. A pan may not be added in any form when intended to enhance the chassis. Any weight
attached under chassis must pass the minimum clearance test. The weight may not be in the form of
brass, piano wire, or some other structural material intended to enhance the original chassis. The pickup
may be replaced but must not be so deep as to routinely drag the bottom of the slot.

Wheels / Tires: Only rubber, slip-on replacement natural rubber. or silicone tires are permitted. Foam, sponge,
tuna, or similar tires are not allowed. Substitution wheels may be used. Set screw wheels are allowed.

Motors: Motors must be the original as supplied in the car from the manufacturer or may be upgraded but only
with those of the same manufacturer intended as replacements with exactly the same external size (or
using a shim or spacer as supplied with the motor as some Ninco motors, i.e. NC-7) which fit into the
same motor cradle. In any case, the motor may not be modified in any way and must be left as
manufactured.

Gears: Set screw gears are permitted. Any ratio is allowed. Gears are subject to ground clearance restrictions.

General: Minimum ground clearance is .047 except for tires and guide flag. Note that this includes the gears.
Maximum overall width of chassis, including outside of wheels and tires is 2.52” including wheels and
tires.


